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Orientation Committee Welcomes the First-Year Class
The Orientation Committee
would like to take .this opportunity to welcome you to U.B.
Law School. The Committee is
composed of second-year
students and we vividly
remember our first days here
one year ago this week! Visions of One L and The Paper
Chase danced through our
heads as we were taken on the
school tour, given helpful
hints, loaded with literature
and advice, reassured by
second and third-year

students, intimidated by faculty and given our first
assignments.
We have already had
numerous questions from incoming students on how to
handle one's first year .
Answers will, of course, be as
varied as the students providing them. But if there is one
thing that we have all come to
know it is that you have to do
what is right for yourself.
Some of you will find
yourselves giving up your

apartments and setting up
housekeeping in the library.
Some of you may find
yourselves giving up the library
and setting up housekeeping in
bars. Maybe the best advice is
not to be too concerned with
what others are doing.
Now for some unsolicited
advice: Faculty here are very
approachable, as are other law
students. There is nothing law
students like more than to talk
to other law students about being law students. Take advan-

'

tage of it. Some of the information may even be useful.
Also, try not to let law
school completely dominate
your life. Buffalo offers a wide
selection of movies, speakers,
and art. It is also the home of
chicken wings and beef on
week.
The students sitting next to
you may turn out to be the
best part of the next three
years. We who did not discover
our classmates or Buffalo .
culture until second semester
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have regretted those losses.
That regret is just a small ind ication that friends and good
times can be compatible, if not
essential, to law school life.
So take a look around you
today. Think about where
you'll be in one year and in
three. Try and remember your
first
impressions.
We
guarantee that they will someday be a source of tremendous
laughter.
In any event, have a wonderfu I year.

()pinion
John lord O'Brian Hall
SUNY/8. North Campus
Buffalo. New York 14260

"The function of a free press is to comfort
the afflicted and afflict the comfortable."
-H .L. Mencken
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from the Dean

Let Human Concerns
Guide Your Careers

UB Offers a Unique Curriculum
by A.M. Richmond

The first year law curriculum is unique to SUNY/Buffalo . This semester's curriculum is a stage in the
development of a fully integrated first year course that
will examine law as an elem t

of a coherent social construct.
This is the " Buffalo Model".
The faculty is committed to
the goal of offering students a
structure for looking at the
law, and an opportunity to
reflect on that structure. The
emphasis is not on the shortterm objective of getting
through three years of school
and the Bar Exam. Rather, the
aim is to teach students a way
of thinking about law that will
serve them for the rest of their
professional lives.
Courses

Despite surface differences,
the first year curricula of the
three sections are basically the
same. The first year program
consists of: Civil Procedure,
Contracts, Torts, Property,
Criminal Law, Constitutional
Law, Administrative Law, Legal
Ethics, Research and Writing,
and two modules of "Law in

Context". Section 2 has Torts
and Property in the Spring,
unlike Sections 1 and 3 simply
because Mr. Freeman and Ms.

Mensch prefer to teach Constitutional Law and Contracts
before Property and Torts. Sec-

tion 3 has Labor Law because
Mr. Atleson prefers to teach
about administrative law from
the perspective of labor •relations.
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What is "Law in Context?"

Why the Buffalo Moden

" Law in Context" will vary
depending on the professors'
interests and expertise. The
point of the course is to begin
i
rr a ·ons ip
of the often discreetly identified discipline known as "the
Law" with aspects of the
political, social, economic and
historical milieu in which it
functions . The aim is to
develop a view of the law that
recognizes the way law is
shaped by its cultural context
while simultaneously influencing the social/cultural context
in which it exists.
To realize this goal, Mr.
Engel and Mr. Konefsky will
combine their courses on Torts
and Contracts with materials
from previous courses in
Dispute Resolution and
American Legal History, as
well as other sources. Mr.
Binder and Mr. Meidinger will
focus via their interests in

Associate Dean Schlegel is a
member of the first year team.
Mr. Schlegel freely admits that
the faculty is "in some sense
makin

it up

as we

o

-

nobody's ever aone this
before; there are no road
maps, and it's not even clear
what the country is.
" People may be worried that
because this is weird and different, it is not a good legal
education. What they don't
recognize is that no one else is
being taught these things, and
they are, therefore, supremely
valuable. One has to learn to
recognize and pick up the
richness being offered.
"The key to understanding
what's going on is to recognize
the degre~ to which one has to
learn (immediately and well)
how to deal with ambiguity.
All the little pieces are being
made problematical, and the
ambiguities of the system's
boundaries are constantly
stressed."
natural resources law and
Mr. Schlegel asserts that this
comparative law. Ms. Lindgren is no ivory-tower academic apand Mr. Schlegel will em- proach to legal education.
phasize the lawyering process "The practitioner, far more
how lawyers make than the philosopher or
arguments about issues, and scholar, needs distance for
what lies behind the doctrine. what he or she does day to day,
They will employ this ap- lest what is done day to day
proach in their Contracts and becomes routine. And routine
Torts classes, as well as ex- lawyering is lousy lawyering.
amining the structure of the The fewer 'rules' one knows
legislative process and the the better, because if one can't
decision-making processes of react instinctively based on
judges and administrative rules, one must think about
aaencies.
what one is doing."
FACULTY ANO ADMINISTRATION PROFILES
GUIDE TO STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
MfMO TO FIRST YEMt STUDENTS
0RIEN~ATION SCHEDULE

Welcome to the Law School
at SUNY/Buffalo. You probably approach law school
with mixed feelings of curiosity, excitement, and, perhaps, a
little trepid at ion . None of that

is unu,ua . Our ta irt
·
year is to enhance the curiosity
and excitement and dampen
the uneasiness . We also hope
to impress upon you the need
for a clear sense of the law and
its place in our society.
Law reaches into virtually
every aspect of human life. It
sets, for example, the patterns
of relationships between doctors and patients, employers
and workers, multinational
Y Lee Berger
corporations and third-world first-year legal initiation, the
nations, and local govern- study of cases and statutes can
ments and porn-sellers. You be captivating; it also can be
have already spent at least 16 misleading; it may look like
years in formal education and that is all there is to learning
several more in learning about law. But clearly there is more;
the laws of nature and the there is the whole process of
nature of people and institu- how and why the statutes and
tions. Because life is the raw cases read as they do and what
material of law, you will draw effect they have on the atheavily upon this experience in titudes and actions of people.
learning to be · a lawyer.
It is important to keep the
Beware, therefore, of any how and why of the law
tendency to leave your foremost in your thinking.
knowledge and experience in Legal analysis has a tendency
life somewhere in the swamp to distill the human factors
between the parking lot and from immediate consideration
John Lord O'Brian.
and to treat individuals in an
You will probably not bring abstract way and human proto law school, however, much blems in intellectual and conexperience in reading and ceptual terms. Yet the law is
understanding constitutions, about and for people. Suestatutes or judicial decisions or cessful lawyers understand the
making arguments or thinking human and emotional needs of
~hrough . problems with the · their clients. May those humari
care and precision that is concerns be first, last and cencharacteristic ·of ·legal reason- .tr.al to your approach to
in1. tn different ways and set-· becoming a lawyer.
tin1s, your first-year exCood luck,
perience will try to develop
· arid improve your ability to .
reason and make reasoned
arauments. Because of their .
Thomas E. Headrick
seeming . centrality to your
Dean

.
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An Invitation
to Participate

Legal Methods Explained
At the behest of foterested
upperclass persons, I write to
inform you of the Legal
Methods Program (LMP). Your
colleagues are concerned with
the lack of information on the
LMP. Apparently, the existence
of the program is known only
to those in it and working with
it. Informed sources say that
the news of the LMP begins to
spread beyond those intimate1y involved as LMP announcements are made in
class.
The LMP is a special firstsemester program centering
around the Legal Methods
Course. Professor Emeritus
Jacob-Hyman will take at least
20 students under' his expert
wing for the fall semester. The
students will be taking a reduced courseload and will
pick up Legal Methods. Working with eight teaching
assistants, Profes-sor Hyman
will pPOvide the students with
an introduction to the techniques of case study, problem

analysis and examination
writing. This fall the course
will deal with Landlord and Tenant Law.
Based on the recognition
that quantitative measurements of success in law school
are not infallibly reliable
predictors, · the Special Program Committee arm of the
Admissions
Committee
reviews applications for other
signs of achievement that portend success in law school.
Neither the LSAT nor these
qualitative variables claim to
predict success as an attorney.
Indeed, I suspect and hope
that were I to distribute one of
many questionnaires you will
receive in your law school
career, I would have 260
definitions of "success".
What the LSAT does claim
to predict to a higher level of
difficulty in the first year for
students with lower scores.
The LMP is founded on the
belief that with special attention and hard work during the

first semester, especially with
regard to the technique and
language of law study, the people in the program will achieve
here as they have elsewhere.
An essential ingredient of
the program is the tutorial
assistance TA's give by attending classes in which LM
students are enrolled. For the
last couple of years and I dare
say, for administrative reasons,
all LMP student were enrolled
in one section. Because many
in the program turn out to be
people of color, some students
(non-LMP and LMP) claimed
that the program was segregationist. ,
After much discussion,
debate and negotiation among
interested students, faculty
and administration, and at the
insistence of the student
members of the Special Progr am
Committee,
LMP
students have been dispersed
into Sections 1 and 3. We have
continued on page 6

But we just got here!

Prepare For Your Legal Career

,

Before orientation has completed its course you, the
members of the first-year class, will have been inundated with
welcomes, saturated with greetings, and time and again congratulated on your past achievements which made you the
The Class of 1985
To:
Chicago Lawyer). It will raise
prideful catches of this year's admissions committee. So as
From:
Audrey Koscielniak
your recognition level of law
not to be outdone by its brother and sister organizations and
Career Development firms, attorneys, judges, issues,
in fulfillment of its organizational responsibilities, the
Office
employment trends, and
Opinion greets you, congratulates you, and rolls out its red
geographic lations. In some
As a first-year student, your cases you may have to take
carpet.
Unlike the majority of individuals who this week are
first task is to evaluate what you read with a "grain of
generous bearers of good wishes and many student groups
yourself. Candidly determine salt," but learning something is
~
·
MK-tai~1te1itoef::,Sj_..,,,.. ____ ~-""'••1cfft'lirl!et~,llftl3tM, nealmeues-, bettet- tften fleundertns along
ings, the Opinion will not disappear next month into the
personal qualities, interests, in the dark.
cracks that adorn the floors of O'Brian Hall. You might throw
skills, and values. Not all law
Talk with fellow students.
an issue away, but two weeks later our presses will be churncareers are the same. The large Upperclassmen can be very
law firm experience is totally helpful in giving you the inside
ing out another.
It is our goal to create a newspaper which will be read cover
different from a small practice. story. You can benefit greatly
to cover before it is filed away in the round receptacles which
If you are interested in quick from their experience and
decorate our classrooms and hallways. We plan to provide
client contact, case respon- perspectives. In fact, talk with
provocative and timely coverage of law school events, nasibility, or courtroom ex- everyone. Don't be shy in talkperience, you may want to ing to people about your
tional and international issues, as well as the most significant
and controversial legal problems which currently confront our
look into public interest or career interests. You never
nation's courts.
government work. If you prefer know who knows whom . A
As ambitious and creative as the Editorial Board may be
library research, you may want casual conversation at a party
about producing an informative, relevant, and high quality
to consider a judicial clerkship may lead to a · contact. The
periodical, we know full well that we cannot suc.ceed on our
or legal publishing.
result may be advice, or even a ·
Become familiar with the job. It's happened.
own . Last year the newspaper made what we think were
significant and impressive improvements in content, style, and
various types of law or lawStudy. Though Buffalo's atpurpose. But all too often the research and writing of articles
related careers available. At- mosphere is certainly Jess comwe done by the editors themselves .· This year we hope to
tend Career Day Programs. petitive than many other
Meet and talk with the at- educational institutions,
change that.
torneys on an informal basis please do not lose sight of the
We welcome writing contributions of all kinds . Burgeoning
film critics, closet poets, self-proclaimed pundits, and retired
whenever the opportunities fact that grades .are still an imreporters are all enthusiastically encouraged to submit pieces
come (e.g., speaker programs, portant part of your prospecat our office in Room 724.
guest lectures). . Become a . tive employment success, or
We are a community at the law school. The quality of this
member of bar association lack of it.
community will vary according to the participation of its
committees or sections
Be active. Become ac- ·
members in the various academic, political, and social acdevoted to areas of law you quainted · with the various
tivities which take place here.
are considering (e.g., Student org{!nizations and activities at
Furthermore, we must remem15er that knowledge of the law
Divisions of the American and the law school. If any one is
is power, for it informs us about the workings of government
New York State Bar Associa- closely related to your area of
and enterprise. It is a major tool with which people seek to
tions) .
career int,e rest, become a
Read. At least glance member (e.g., if international
preserve their civil rights in this society.
The Opinion believes that we al-I have the responsibility" to · regularly at the various legal law is to your liking, join the
stay informed and to share our knowledge with others and
newspapers and magazines International Law Society).
that we all have a duty as members of a legal community to
available in the Career Other organizations will help
debate and discuss ideas and issues in an open forum . In that
Development Ofice and the you develop your practical
Law Library (e.g., Student skills (e.g., Buffalo Consumer
way all · of us will be enriched and empowered .
Lawyer, The American Lawyer, Mediation Service), research
We hope you too will choose to participate
The National Bar Journal, skills (Buffalo Law Review), or

by Kathy O 'Hara

both (Moot Court). Extracurricular activities can reflect
your leadership abilities (e.g,
Student Bar Association) or
simply round out your interests
(basketball).
Get to now the Career
Development Office
its
staff, resources, materials,
handouts, and programs. The
CDO Newsletter, which is
distributed
to
student
mailboxes at the law school,
will list many employment and
career information highlights.
Although most of the items
will probably be directed to
2nd and 3rd-year students, the
Newsletter will give you a feel
of what happens and what you
can expect during the course
of a "placement season." If
you know what's coming up,
you'll be prepared and ready
to act.
Finding a job is a cumulative
effort over the course of your
law school career. Your efforts
should begin ·now, not in your
senior year.

r

....

...
...

The Oplnion Welcomes the Class of '85
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Memo to First Year Students

An Inside View: What They Expect From You
by Grace Blumberg

Professor Blumberg received
her JD from SUNY Buffalo Law
School in 1971. She joined the
UB Faculty in 1974 but in 1979
left us for the scenic gardens of
UCLA. Due to popular demand,
we are reprinting this article
which first appeared in the
1978 Orientation issue of the
Opinion .

2. Re-read each case or textual note until you feel you
understand it completely .
Take ample notes and brief
each case- in sufficient detail
so that you can use it rather
than the casebook when the
case is discussed in class.
Don't spend too much time
pondering the questions posed
in the case notes. Many of
them are frivolous, irrelevant
or unanswerable.

I recently learned that the
following memo, which I wrote
at the end of my first year in
law school, has been regularly
distributed to incoming
students. My first impulse was
to suppress it but I have been
pursuaded otherwise by
students who say that they
found it helpful. I would,
however, like to qualify some
of my earlier advice.
First, the memo was not written for aU incoming students
but was instead intended for a
small group of students who
were expected to have more
than their share of adjustment
problems. Furthermore, even if
the memo had been intended
for all incoming students in
1969, they were, in terms of entrance credentials, quite dif-

3. How to read a case: Read
the case checking off the
essential points. Re-read the
. case to catch any points you
may have missed. Then write
your brief. This method is slow
and tedious but it is effective.
Do not be disturbed if you can
only cover 5 to 10 pages an
hour since the weekly assignment in each course will usually be no more than 40 pages.

ferent from more recent
classes. The study methods
suggested in the memo, while
perhaps still useful for most
s u en , m
not b n c
r
for some members of the present first year class.
Second, the tone of th e
memo is one of unremitting
labor and .considerable strain.
While tension is unavoidable
at exam time, the re st of th e
endeavor need not be particularly stressful. It is, I think,
feasible as well as desirable for
first year students to work no
more than a slightly extended
work week, i.e., 9 to 5
weekdays and one day of th e
weekend. If you use your time
efficiently, there should be no
need to give up extra legal interests, abandon your friends,
widow your spouses and orphan your children. The first
year student needs two kinds
of discipline, that of work and
that of maintaining balance
and perspective.
What They Expect From You
That you will master all the
material and that you will be
able to synthesize it and apply
it to concrete problems. You
will be required to do this
under extremely adverse conditions, the final exam.

4. Use legal notebooks and
write only in the right hand
margin. If you have any questions, write them in the left
hand margin. When the case is
discussed in class, you will
readily see the question. (If it is
not answered in the course of
the discussion and if you do
not get a chance or are too
reticent to ask it, see the instructor after class. He will not
mind and will probably be patient, particularly during the
first month.) Put your class
notes in the left hand margin .
If you find you are taking extensive class notes - which
should not be necessary if you
have briefed the cases and the
instructor is not giving you additional material - you can use
the right hand margins of only
one side of each page and then
have plenty of space for class
notes. This way you will be
able to keep all your material
on any one case, class notes
and your brief, together. About
taking notes: if you are forced
to make a choice between trying to write down everything
the instructor says and trying
to follow his train of thought,
stop writing and listen. It is
more relaxing and you will get
more out of the class.

A. How to Master the Material
1. Do exactly what they tell
you to do. Brief every case.
Read everything that is assigned. Since it is humanly impossible to read every case collaterally mentioned in class,
do not bother to even write
down the citation unless the instructor gives you the impression that you are seriously expected to read the case or says
that it will be discussed in
class.

5. A few thoughts on reading
cases and writing briefs:
a. Get the facts straight.
Make a diagram. Who is suing
and what does he want?
b. Don't waste your time
trying to anticipate what the
outcome will be, particularly
during the first few months.
You won't know enough to do
it with any degree of success;
you'll only succeed in
needlessly deflating your own
ego.

c. A case is an opinion, a
statement made by a judge
generally sitting on an upper
(appellate) court in which he
justified a decision the court
has just made. Generally, one
man write for the majority but
there may be concurring opinions as well as dissenting
ones. Always remember that
you are reading a justification,
even a rationalization, for a
decision already made. The

liecause time pressure is a
strong element in final examinations (for me it was the
worst aspect), you must learn
not only how to write well but
how to do it very rapidly.
B.Whether or Not to Attend
Class
(This sections is intended to
apply only to those classes you
leave regretting that you did
not spend the last hour
someplace else.)
Instructors will tell you that
you are not compelled to attend class (true enough - attendance is not taken) and that a
student need not attend class
'1nd it will not be counted
against him if he does well on
his exam. This sounds all the
more plausible when you consider
that
grading
is
anonymous. Each student has
a number.
It is difficult, however, to do
well in a course that you do
not attend regularly. While
most of the covered material
can generally be found
somewhere or other in the
casebook, the instructor normally uses classroom time to
focus attention on the issues
and areas he considers most
significant. The final exam
tends to reflect the classroom
experience.

C. Attending Class
1. Be prepared for each class
- not because you will make a
bad impression on the instructor or embarrass yourself if
you are called on and have not
read the material - but because
lack of preparation will totally
defeat the specific type of
education process used in law
school. The process is highly
structured:
a. They assign cases
b. You go home (or better,
to the library) to read and brief
the material very carefully.
You try to learn it yourself.
c. You go to class. A student is called on to present his
brief or the instructor begins
discussion himself. In either
case you get an initial chance
to compare your comprehen-

sion· with that of another person. There is general discussion and you get -to compare
your understanding with that
of tfie rest of the class . You are
picking up many points you
may have missed and you are
engaging in a very important
kind of reality testing. Do you
really understand everything
as well as you imagine you do?
Or, conversely, if you suffer
from lack of self-confidence
(very common at first), do you
really not understand as much
as you fear or does one new
fact or idea make everything
clear?

If you use your
time efficiently
there shou Id be
no need to ...
abandon your
friends

d. Over the weekend
review the week's work and
things should start falling into
place. Do not be overly concerned if separate cases and
materials don't seem to hang
together on first view. It takes
a while Jo make out the patterns.
Now - if you go to class unprepared, figuring that you will
understand the material better
after it is explained in class,
you are losing the most important part of the learning process, teaching yourself how to
learn and use law, and getting
the chance to compare your
level of comprehension with
that of your fellow students
and the instructor.
Why doyou have to learn
how to learn law by yourself?
In law school that cannot
possibly teach you the law. All
they can do is survey selected
topics and teach you how to
learn the rest yourself. When
you have a research or moot
court problem and when you
finally practice law, no one
will explicate the law for you.
That is your job. Therefore, the
most important work you do at
first is learning how to study
and prepare the material that
is given to you.

enough to know how to make a
meaningful, useful, intelligent
outline. You'd probably be
wasting your time if you began
on them before Thanksgiving.
Also, making up outlines is a
good way of reviewing
material and premature review
would not help you to study
for finals. Furthermore, quite a
bit of your work will be tedious
and boring. This is particularly
true of reviewing. Making an
outline will keep you awake,
even alert. The same is true for
writing briefs. It's much harder
to fall asleep with a pen in
your hand.
E. Dealing With Your Feelings
You will probably experience a wide range of feelings about your personal
worth, adequacy and development during your first year. I
will try to sketch the range of
feelings I felt and give a second hand version of those expressed by my friends.

You are probably starting with
a cautious but slightly anxious
optimism . This may survive
orientation (which seemed to
me an exercise in absurdity
and intimidation). "If you a/I
work hard and do your best,
you can all be in the upper half
of the class". A certain fatalism
is suggested; some people
have it and some people don't.
"The front door is broad (admission) and the back door
(graduation or surviving the
first year) is narrow". In fact, it
is rare that a student actually
flunks out. Most failures give
up and quit school.
Your early class experience
will probably convince you
that you have absolutely no
aptitude for the law. You miss
the obvious. You didn't even
notice the most significant
fact. It is all so transparent as
your instructor repeatedly
points out.

JUST REMEMBER
1. Your instructors have had
a lot of practice at this sort of
thing.
2. They are not only showing
you how clever they are but
have themselves been taught
by clever instructors and have
probably read outside sources
on each case or issue.
3. They may purposely be in~
timidating you for educational
reasons: to get a point across,
to teach you how to approach
a problem, or simply to make
you work harder.
4. They may be intimidating
you for non-educational
reasons such as personal aggrandizement or sadism. They
may simply be entertaining
themselves at your expense.
This is not too common but I'm
Course Outlines
sure you'll see it occasionally.
Ideally, you would make an
If you are progressing as you
outline of every week's work should, after a month or so you
all term long and then you will begin to feel more compewould have them ready well tent about your ability to hanbefore finals. However, it will dle the material and partake you quite a while to learn ticipate in class.
Orientation 1982
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Faculty and Administration Profiles: A Who's
Administration
Thomas E. Headrick, Dean

(319 O'Brian), has served the
law school since 1976. In this

the liaison between the law
school and the legal comunity,
heads the school's alumni program and is in charge of all
fund-raising activities at the
school.
Dean Carrel received a B.A.
in Biology from Hamiton College in 1964 and an LLB. from
U.B. Law School in 1967.
Prior to joining the staff,
Alan Carrel worked as a partner in a Buffalo law firm . As a
practicing attorney he was
primarily engaged in litigation.

position, he supervises law
school administration and imfaculty
and
p I em ents
academic policy. He is responsible for maintaining contact
between the law school and
alumni and keeping members
of the profession up-t<Hlate on
the school's program. The
Dean is the law school's
representative for the University to the local community
Charles H. Wallin, Registrar
and the state.
and
Assistant Dean (313
Dean Headrick received his
O'Brian),
has served in this
B.A. in government from
capacity
since 1971. His
Franklin and Marshall College
include
inb 1955; his B.Litt. from the responsibilities
overseeing
student
records,
University of Oxford, Lincoln
compiling
grade
data,
assisting
College in 1958 in the field of
politics and public administra- students with academic contion; his LLB. from Yale Law cerns and grievances, schedulSchool in 1960; and his Ph.D. in ing courses and exams, and
political science from Stanford guiding students seeking financial aid. He serves as the law
University in 1975.
Before joining the Univer- school's budget and finance
sity, he served as Vice Presi- officer and supervises the addent for Academic Affairs at missions staff.
Mr. Wal_lin previously served
Lawrence University, Apas
the Assistant University
pleton, Wisconsin. He was also
Financial
Analyst for the
the Assistant Dean at Stanford
University
Budget
Office.
Law School.
Mr. Wallin received his B.S.
degree in Business Administration from SUNY at Buffalo.
John Henry Schlegel,
Associate Dean (318 O'Brian

r
Dr. or Mr., but Schlegel!),
began teaching civil procedure
at Buffalo Law School in 1973.
A Chicago native and a
refugee from Northwestern
University, the University of
Chicago Law School and a
legal service program in
Chicago, Schlegel! likes Buffalo for its familiar midwestern
ethnic friendliness. ("Buffalo is
like any one of a half dozen
cities on the great lakes." ) He
writes about Americ~n legal
education and law professors,
known as the American legal
realists, who were active in the
late twenties and early thirties.
Well known for being almost
invisible around the law school
outside of class because of a
combination of child care
obligations (he often shows up
with one or both of his kids)
and an inability to get any
work done around this friendly
place, Schlegel! has promised
to keep regular office hours?
He will work largely on matters of curriculum (the
Academic Policy and Program
Committee) and student
scholastic affairs (the Committee on Standards and
Standing), in addition to playing the role of Dostoyevsky's
washerwoman to the Dean.

Alan S. unel. Associate
Dean for External Affairs (316
O'Brian), joined the law school
in 1978. He works closely with
the Placement Office primarily
on major programs. He also
does a significant amount of
academic and career counselIing with the students. Alan is
Page four
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Vivian M. Garcia, Assistant
Dean for Admissions and Student Affairs (311 O'Brian), joined the law school in 1981. In
addition to her role as chief administrative officer for admissions recruiting, Vivian
oversees student needs and
programs. She also has the
responsibility of supervising
minority student affairs.
Dean Garcia received a B.S.
in Industrial and Labor Relations from Cornell University
in 1978 and a J.D. from
Syracuse University College of
Law in 1981 .
Prior to joining the staff, Vivian Garcia worked at Cresap,
McCormick and Paget Inc. and
other firms in New York City.

Kathleen M. Carrick, Director of the Law Library (205
O'Brian), joined the law library
staff as the Head of Reference
in 1977. She became the
Associate Director in 1978 and
assumed the Directorship in
1980.
Ms. Carrick holds a Masters
in Library Science from the
University of Pittsburgh and a
J.D. from Cleveland State
University. She has also been a
research assistant for the Plain
Dealer newspaper and for the
Ohio Public Interest Campaign.
As Director of the law
library, she coordinates a staff
of 25 persons who provide support for the law school's
research needs.
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Audrey A. Koscielniak, Assistant Director of Placement
(309 O ' Brian), is primarily
responsible for the day-to-day
operation of the Placement Office . She also works closely
with the law school budget,
oversees purchasing and reimbursements and assists other
departments when needed .
Audrey holds a B.A. in
History from SUNY at Buffalo
and has been with the Law
School for 19 years .
Note: Alan and Audrey are the
people to see for assistance
with job junting strategy,
resume preparation, interview
techniques and career direction. They are extremely
helpful and are definitely
worth contacting.

Helen E. Crosby, Assistant
Director of Law Admissions &
Records (303 O' Brian), is
primarily responsible for the
supervision of admissions process in g, registration and
grading. She assists students
who have special problems in
these areas. She also acts as
liaison with the Main Street Office of Admissions & Records
and acts as liaison to other
campus offices.
Helen was formerly with the
Main Street Admissions &

with the law school for five
years.

elude administrative law, constitutional law, social legislation, law and health care, and
constitutional litigation .

James 8 . Atleson, teach ing
section 1 labor law, rece ived
his B.A. and J.D. from Ohio
State University and his LLM .
from Stanford University.
As a law student, Professor
Atleson was editor-in-chief of
the Ohio State Law Journal. He
was a teaching fellow at Stanford prior to joining the faculty
at the State University of New
York at Buffalo.
He is on the panel of arbitrators of the American Arbitration Association, Federal
Mediation and Conciliation
Service, New York State Public
Employee Relations Board,
and a member of the Steel Industry Expedited Arbitration
panel. He is a member of the
Board of Advisors, Union
Democracy Association .
He is co-author and editor of
a new casebook on labor law
and collective bargaining,
published by the Bureau of National Affairs. He has published numerous articles on labor
law and labor management
relations .
His teaching interests are in
the area of labor law, legal process, social legislation, internal
union affairs and torts.

Robert S. Berger, teaching
section 1 civil procedure,
received his A.B. from Kenyon
College and J.D. from the
University of Chicago.
After graduation, Professor
Berger was a staff law clerk on
First
the U.S . Court of Appeals for
the Seventh Circuit and then
Year
law clerk to the Honorable
Luther M. Swygert of that same
Faculty
court. Prior to joining the
faculty, he was a staff attorney
with the downtown office of
Lee A. Albert, teaching sec- the Legal Assistance Foundation 1 constitutional law, tion of Chicago for three years .
received his B.A. from Rutgers Whjle in practice in Chicago,
University, summa cum laude Professor Berger was a
and his LLB. from Yale Law member of the Board of GoverSchool, magna cum laude.
nors of the Chicago Council of
Professor Albert was editor- Lawyers Bar Association .
in-chief of the Yale Law JourHis teaching interests are in
nal and consultant to the Ad- the area of civil procedure,
ministrative Conference of the mental health law, evidence,
United States, the Public judges and federal jurisdiction.
Health Service, the Health
Resource Administration and
the New York State DepartGuyora Binder, teaching
ment of Social Services. He section 3 criminal law, receivserved as the director of the ed his B.A. from Princeton
Columbia Center of Social University and his J.0. from
Welfare Policy · and Law, and Yale Law School.
assistant U.S. attorney, lecAnother newcomer at UB,
turer at the London School of he most recently worked as a
Economics and Political law clerk to Chief Judge Jack
Science, and as law clerk for B. Weinstein, USDC EDNY.
Mr. Justice White of the U.S.
Supreme Court. He was a conferee at the German-American
Conference on Comparative
Barry B. Boyer, teaching secConstitutional Law.
tion 2 administrative law,
His most recent conference received his B.A. magna cum
paper, "Controls Over .Ad- laude from Duke University
ministration: An American and J.D. magna cum laude
Response" has been published from the University of
in the Southern Conference Michigan.
Law Review.
Professor Boyer has served
His teaching interests in- as law clerk to Judge Tamm,

U.S. Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia Circuit,
and to Commissioner Mary
Gardiner Jones, Federal Trade
Commission. He has been a
st aff attorney-advisor, Office
of Legal Counsel, United
States Department of Justice.
His publications include
" The Warren Court: A Critical
Analysis" and "Legal Education Today: An Agenda for
Research and Reform" in the
Cornell Law Review. His works
in progress include an empirical study of Federal Trade
Commission Rulemaking.
Professor Boyer teaches in
the area of administrative law,
consumer protection and safety and environmental regulation. He is also Associate Dean
and Director of the Baldy
Center for Law and Social
Policy.
Jacob D. Hyman (Professor
Emeritus) teaching legal
method, received his B.A. and
LLB. from Harvard University.
Professor Hyman was in
private practice in New York
City, after which he served as
an attorney with the U.S.
Department of Labor in
Washington, D.C., and joined
the faculty in 1946, serving as
dean from 1953 through 1964.
His subjects include arbitration, constitutional law, law
and medicine, and legal
method. Currently his research

law and arbitration .
He has authored articles on
state and local government
law, legal reasoning, and constitutional law, including "Constitutional Jurisprudence and
the Teaching of Constitutional
Law" in the Stanford Law
Review.

David M. Engel, teaching
section 1 torts, received his
B.A. from Harvard College and
his M.A. and J.D. from the
University of Michigan.
For the past five years Professor Engel has served as
Research Attorney and Project
Director at the American Bar
Foundation . He has also been a
Fellow in the Foreign Area
Fellowship Program, which is
sponsored by the Social
Science Research Council.
From 1968-71, Professor Engel
was a teacher and educational
supervisor for the Peace Corps
in Thailand.
Professor Engel's research
projects include studies of
civil litigation, justice and
reform in civil cases, and legal
history of Southeast Asia. He is
a member of the Committee
on Asian Law and serves as a
representative for Southeast
Asia. Professor Engel will teach
torts, and courts, an elective
course.
Alan D. Freeman, teaching
section 2 constitutional law,
received his B.A. from Brown
University and his LLB. from
New York University School of
Law.
As a law student, Professor

ho of the Folks Who (Try To) Run This Place
His teaching interests inFreeman was Editor-in-Chief of
the New York Un iversity Law clude criminal law and
Review. After graduation, Pro- criminal procedure.
fessor Freeman clerked for
Milton Kaplan, teaching secJudge Edward Weinfeld of the
United States District Court for tion 1 property, received his
the Southern District of New B.A. from Hamilton College
York . He then served as and his LLB. from Harvard

His many publications include "The Jurisprudence of
Remedies : Co·nstitutional
Legality and the Law of Torts
in Bell v. Hood", University of
Pennsylvania Law Review; and
" Dangerousness: A Theoretical
Reconstruction of the Criminal

clerk for the Honorable
Thomas E. Fairchild, United
States Court of Appeals,
Seventh Circuit. She was also a
Bigelow Teaching Fellow at
the University of Chicago.
Professor Lindgren teaches
torts, legislation , remedies,
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tory Theories of Economic
Development and Contradictions with the Legal Definition
of Property in 18th Century
Colonial New York ."
Professor Mensch will teach
contracts and torts .

R. Nils Olsen, teaching section 3 civil procedure, received
his B.A. from the University of
Wisconsin and J.0 . from Columbia University.
Professor Olsen served as a
law clerk to Chief Judge
Thomas E. Fairchild, Seventh
Circuit, United Staees Court of
Appeals, and was a lecturer at
the University of Chicago Law
School in the clinical education and trial advocacy programs.
His teaching interests inc I u de
civil
procedure,
evidence, federal habeas corpus I itigation, federal civil
rights litigation, and clinical instruction. Currently he is doing
research regarding discretionary I imitation to federal
habeas corpus consideration
of the constitutional claims of
state prisoners.

HERE. I'M JI.Jo

/
University.
Prior to joining the faculty in
1965, Professor Kaplan engaged in private practice in New
York City and Cortland, New
York. He also served the State
of New York as first assistant
counsel to the Division of
Municipal Affairs in the
Department of Audit and Control. He was corporation
counsel of t~e City of Cortland, New York, and worked
as a consultant in planning law
for various international agencies in countries in Southeast
Asia, the Middle East, South
America and Central America.
His current research interests relate to contemporary
issues in local government law
in New York, with emphasis on
land planning and .home rule
law, and to urban developPhilip Halpern, teaching sec- ment and planning law protion 1 criminal law, received blems of developing countries .
his B.A. from Columbia ColAl Katz, teaching section 2
lege and his J.O. from the
University of Pennsylvania, criminal law, received his B.S.
from Temple University and
magna cum laude.
A former editor of the Penn- his J.D. and LL.M. from the
sylvania Law Review, Professor University of California at
Halpern served as law clerk to Berkeley.
Professor Katz has been a
the Honorable Stanley A.
Weigel, United States District member of the research staff
Court, California. Later, he was of the American Bar Foundaan attorney with Cooley, Cod- tion and a member of the
ward, Castro, Huddleston and board of directors and general
counsel, Buffalo Organization
Tatum in San Francisco.
Professor Halpern has writ- for Social and Technological
ten "Civil Rights Removed Innovation. He has been
After Rachel and Babcock: A counsel to the Buffalo Chapter
Limited Federal Remedy" in of the American Association of
the Pennsylvania Law Review. University Professors.

Attorney-Advisor in the Office
of the Secretary of the Air
Force.
For the past ten years, Professor Freeman has taught at
the University of Minnesota
Law School in the areas of property, constitutional law, civil
rights and liberties, and law
and Marxism . His article,
"Race, Class, and the Contradictions of Affirmative Action" is to be published in the
Black Law Journal. Works in
progress include "Race, Class,
and Equality of Opportunity"
and an essay on affirmative action for Marxist Perspectives.
Professor Freeman will
teach constitutional law, property, and the · seminar in
history of the civil rights movement.

~
Law, Part 1", Buffalo Law
Review. His current research
concerns Studies in Boundary
Theory.
Professor Katz's teaching interests include criminal law,
evidence and federal jurisdiction .

Alfred S. Konefsky, teaching
section 1 contracts, received
his B.A. from Columbia University and his J.0. from Boston
College.
Professor Konefsky was a
Charles Warren Fellow in
American legal history, Harvard Law School; editor of the
legal papers of Daniel
Webster, Dartmouth College;
and the book review editor for
the American Journal of Legal
History. Prior to his appointment at Buffalo, Professor
Konefsky was an instructor in
legal history at the Boston College Law School. He is currently a member of the American
Society for Legal History.
Volume 1 of the Legal
Papers of Daniel Webster is to
be published soon. His current
teaching is in legal history and
contracts.
Janet S. Lindgren, teaching
section 3 contracts, received
her B.A. from Macalester College and J.D. from the University of Wisconsin.
During law school, Professor
Lindgren was a member of the
Wisconsin Law Review. Following graduation, she was a law

and legal history. She has written "The Logic of Conspiracy"
in the Legal Concepts of Conspiracy: A Law Review Trilogy.
Her current research is in legal
history of the
period
1870-1920.

Errol E. Meidinger, teaching
section 3 property, received his
B.A. from the University of
North Dakota and his J.0. from
Northwestern University. He
also has a M .A. in Sociology
from Northwestern.
Professor Meidinger is a new
face at U.B., joining us from
Lewis and Clark Law School,
Portland, Oregon where he
taught social policy, energy,
torts and property.
Elizabeth Mensch, teaching
section 2 contracts and torts,
received her B.A. from the
New School for Social
Research, M.A.T. from Cornell
University, J.D. from the State
University of New York at Buffalo, magna cum laude and her
LLM. from Harvard University.
Professor Mensch was a
member of the Buffalo Law
Review and recipient of the
John W. Bennett Achievement
Award.
As assistant p,efessor at the
University of Miami, she
taught contracts and American
legal history. Her research interests include topics in legal
history. She is preparing for
publication, "A Study of the
Relations Between Contradic-

_ John Henry Schlegel,
teaching section 3 torts, received his B.A. from Northwestern
University and his J.0. from
the University of Chicago.
Professor Schlegel was a
member of the University of
Chicago Law Review. He was a
Teaching Fellow at Stanford
and an attorney with the Legal
Aid Society of Chicago.
His current research is in
American legal realism . Professor Schlegel's teaching interests lie in the area of the
history of legal education as
well as contracts and administrative law.
Paul J. Spiegelman, teaching
section 2 civil procedure,
received his B.A. and LLB.
from Columbia University,
magna cum laude.
Professor Spiegelman came
to this law school from his own
law firm specializing in
employment discrimination
law. He has also taught in adjunct and visiting positions at
the University of Utah College
of Law, Hastings College of
Law, Golden Gate Law School,
and Wayne State Law School.
His teaching interests include
civil procedure, employment
discrimination law, class actions, legal profession and civil
rights law.
His
writings
include
"Employment Discrimination
Action Under Federal Civil
Rights Act" in American
Jurisprudence Model Trials
and "Last Hired, Last Fired" in
the Employee Relations Law
Journal. His current research
interests include the use of
racial criteria by courts as
remedies for employment
discrimination, appropriate
· standards for setting courtawarded attorneys' fees in
public interest litigation, and
the role of the courts in certifying class actions under Title
VI I of the Civil Rights Act of
1964.
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Future
Familiar Sights
and a Familiar
Future Site.

continued from page 2

Legal Methods

J,I'

Where To Go For Play and Exercise

overcome the administrative
roadblocks to dispersal by
employing more TA's to cover
by Ed Murphy
the substantive courses attended by LM students.
Your legal studies will fill
I expect that it will not be most of your time, but do set
difficult for the LM students to aside time each day for some
work with your TA's because physical exercise. Once you
each is able and eager to assist decide what to do and where
you in your transition to law you can do it, you have acstudy. To the LM students I complished the hardest task.
say,maximizetheutilityofthis The University athletic
valuable resource.
facilities are scattered beTo the Class I say, you are tween the two campuses and
all part of an elite and I con- availability is subject to the
gratulate you on your choice whim of organized activities
of forum . You will find that the and intercollegiate team pracLMP is only one aspect of tices.
For those who simply like to
much that is unique about UB
Law. The staff, the faculty and stretch their muscles with a
the administration will work good run, the Amherst Campus
with you in the next three offers a maze of streets and
years. Work with us and each sidewalks. You'll never be lost
other.
or bored and you can devise
Page six
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almost any distance you want.
You can get in shape by jogging and exercising around
Lake LaSalle's two-mile parcourse circuit. This course contains eighteen exercise stations
with three levels of exercise-.
The course is not always in the
best condition (high grass, ruts
and rocks) but it does offer a
nice run emphasizing bending,
stretching and conditioning at
the various stations.

to plan to use these in the early
evening or at night. Your ID
card is required.
The "Bubble", located between the academic spine and
the Ellicott Complex on the
Amherst Campus, has indoor
track, tennis courts, basketball
and weight-training facilities.
Recreational use of the "Bubble" is often restricted by intramurals and intercollegiate
practices, but one can usually
find a good "pick-up" basketball game after 5:00 p.m.

Clark Hall on the Main
Street Campus has handball,
Due to open in September
racquetball and squash courts
available on a reservation 1982 is the Alumni Arena,
basis (must call two days in ad- Amherst Campus. This is the
vance, 831-2924). There are first unit of a planned three
also basketball courts, a swim- phase complex that includes: a
ming pool and weight-training fieldhouse, basketball courts,
facilities available. Best bet is track, six handball/racquetball

courts, general use locker
rooms and a therapy room .
Recreational use will be
restricted as the intercollegiate
teams move in and reservations will be required for the
handball/racquetball courts.
Tennis enthusiasts should find
ample court space available
either at the new courts
located next to the Alumni
Arena or at the Ellicott Complex courts.
So, dust off your sneakers,
bring your racket out of the
closet and spend an hour or
two exercising your body. A little physical exercise will keep
you alert and in gr.eat shape for
the academic year. Besides, it
is a great way to meet people
and you will not have to "talk
law".

Meet People, Explore an Interest, JOIN A CLUB
International law Society
The lnternation'al Law Society (ILS) is the law school's only
organization concerned with
international legal issues. The
Society currently boasts of approximately twenty members
and five travel posters. We
hold court in Room 604, and
our faculty advisor is Professor
Virginia Leary.
Last year was a big year for
ILS. In October, UB Law
School hosted a major symposium on International
Human Rights. The ILS was intimately involved with this
event. In addition, the Society
hosted the Jessup International Law Moot Court Competition which was held in the
Spring semester. This year promises to be as exciting.
The Society will throw a
doughnut and coffee party
sometime in late September or
early October. Please attend.

comprised of both second and
third-year students.
Second-year students on the
Review hold the title of
Associate and are primarily
responsible for writing an article of publishable quality by
the end of their second year.
The article may either be a
comment on a specific area of
the law, or a casenote on a recent major decision. The topic
of the article, as well as its
form, is a choice made by the
student-author. Student articles are extensively edited
and require approximately five
to seven revisions before they
are ready for publication .
Associates also perform assigned office tasks, proofread
articles, and verify citations in
student and professional articles. At the end of their
second year, upon successful
completion of their duties,
Associates may be promoted
to the status of Senior Editors
by the outgoing Editorial
Buffalo Consumer Mediation Board. Those promoted are
then eligible to run for posiService
Buffalo Consumer Media- tions on the "new" Editorial
tion Service is a law student Board.
staffed, consumer dispute inThird-year students are
vestigation and resolution
either members of the Editorial
agency. BCMS provides
students with the opportunity Board or Senior Editors. Posito work with consumers and tions on the Editorial Board inmerchants actually involved in clude: Editor-in-Chief; Execonomic disputes. Case ecutive Editor; Managing
mediators are responsible for
Editor; Publications Editor(s);
properly researching the apArticle
Editors; and, Note and
plicable laws, and mediating a
Comment
Editors. While all of
mutually satisfying settlement
for both parties.
these positions entail d.ifferent
BCMS's basic function is to responsibilities, they all inserve as an impartial third par- volve the editing of student
ty in the dispute; hence, judge- and professional articles .
ment on the merits of the case Senior Editors serve as allor the determination of a purpose "trouble-shooters."
"negotiated" settlement is ex- Additionally, the third-year
tremely discouraged . BCMS is class is in charge of supervising
supervised by a practicing at- the overall publication
torney (Ronald S. Cohen, Esq.) schedule of the Review.
who advises and resolves any
All first-year students are
legal questions the mediator
eligible to compete in the
may have regarding a parSpring casenote competition
ticular case. Additional faculty
which determines who will be
supervision is provided by Proselected for membership in the
fessor Spanogle.
coming year. The results of the
BCMS receives the majority
writing competition are
of its cases from the Better
weighed equally with the stuBusiness Bureau with whom
dent's first-year grades . and a
we have an excellent working
combined score is tablulated.
relationship. For the upcoming
Offers of Associate memberyear, BCMS hopes to expand
ship are then extended to those
its case workload and variety
with the highest combined
to include an increased
scores. In all, a number of ofnumber of face to face mediafers equal to approximately
tions.
ten percent of the first-year
Students interested in BCMS
class is extended. An altershould feel free to come to
native route to Review
Room 505 for a chat. Addimembership is the Fall "write
tionally, students can leave a
on" competition. Second-year
message to this year's officers
students, not selected via the
in the mailroom. They are
Spring competition, submit
Kathy Gladstone, Sheryl Cohen
several drafts of a proposed
and Jospeh G. Moreno.
student article. Participants
may, solely on the basis of the
quality of their article then be
offered Associate membership
on the Review. The number of
Buffalo law Review
participants selected in this
The Buffalo Law Review is manner is purely discretionary.
the official professional
publication of our law school.
As such, it furnishes judges,
lawyers, and the general com- Buffalo Public Interest Law
munity with ideas, viewpoints Program
The Student Bar Association
and information concerning reand
the Law Review joined
cent cases and developments
in the law. The Review staff is together in the Spring of 1979

to ·form the Buffalo Public Interest Law Board. The purpose
of the Board is to financially
assist law students who are interested in working in public
interest law, but who may not
otherwise be able to afford to
do this kind of work. The Board
funded three fellowships in the
Summer of 1981, and four in
the Summer of 1982. Primary
activities center around raising
funds so that the Board can
continue to offer these

car rental discounts, insurance,
an official quarterly publication, PAD directory, local
alumni contacts, and achievement awards.

Moot Court
The Charles S. Desmond
Moot Court Competition is the
qualifying competition for the
Board. Last year, over 60 teams
(120 students) competed in the
Desmond. This competition is
open to all second and third

'

I
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fellowships. Each law student
is asked to give a small contribution and law related
organizations and foundations
are asked to match the contributions of the students.
BPILP recently received a very
generous grant from the Erie
County Bar Association. The
help and involvement of all
law students insures the success of the program.

Phi Alpha Delta (PAD)
PAD is an international professional law fraternity - the
world's largest, in fact - with
160 chapters chartered at accredited
law
schools
throughout the United States,
Puerto Rico, Canada and Mexico. We are a professional service organization whose purpose is to serve the law student, the law school and the
legal profession. Our aims include bringing law students
together with practicing attorneys, thus providing
students with practical information and legal skills generally untouched in the academic
curriculum, as well as providing valuable attorney contacts and job placement
assistance. We are neither "exclusive" nor "discriminatory"
in the traditional fraternity
sense, as more than 3,000 law
students
become
PAD
members each year without
restriction by reason of sex,
race, color, creed, national
origin or even grade · point
average. Some benefits of
membership are, but not
limited to: international
organization, professional programs, student loans, job
preparation, job placement,

developing organization at
SUNY at Buffalo. We are .entering our third year of existence.
Our purpose is to support each
other as women law students,
and to develop networks
among women in the law.
To achieve this goal we
sponsor educational and social
programs with a wide range of
emphases reflecting the
diverse perspectives of the
women at U B Law School. We
also provide financial and personal support to programs conceived and developed by individuals.
We count all women law
students at U B as our
members; active membership is open to all women and men
in the school. Membership on
the steering committee requires simply a willingness to
work and to attend bi-weekly
committee meetings.
Our office, Room 10 in the
basement, near the Moot
Court offices, is open to all
women and is staffed by
members. A schedule of hours
is arranged at the beginning of
each semester. We invite
everyone down to visit and encourage you to participate and
help us develop AWLS into the
kind of organization that best
represents you at U B law
School.

year students and membership
on the Board is offered to
those competitors with the
best performance in both oral
advocacy and in writing skills,
as evidenced by the briefs submitted.
The Desmond problem is
prepared by a group of Moot
Court Board members, and the
competition is entirely run by
the Board. The competition is
held in November.
The other major competition is the Mugel Tax Competition which attracts teams from
law schools across the country.
The number of schools competing has increased in recent
years, and over 20 teams competed in last year's Mugel.
Last year, Buffalo was
represented by two teams in
the Mugel. The problem is
created by Kenneth Joyce, a
professor of tax and the Moot
Court Board's advisor.
Members. of the Moot Court
Board are eligible to compete
in moot court and appellate
advocacy competitions held
by other schools and law
groups throughout the country. Most of the approximately
30 Moot Court Board members
compete in at least one of
these other competitions.
The Buffalo legal community is very important to the successful operation of the competitions held at U.B. lawyers
and judges from the entire
Western New York area act as
judges in the various rounds of
both the Mugel and Desmond
competitions.

Black American Law Students
Association Inc.
Founded in 1967 as a national organization, BALSA has
chapters in existence at over
120 schools across the country.
BALSA exists in order to articulate and to promote the
needs and goals of Black
Americn Law Students, locally
and nationally: to foster and
encourage an attitude of professional competence and to
focus upon the relationship of
the black . attorney to the
American legal structure.
The U B BALSA Chapter is
rapidly becoming one of the
most active in the country. Our
members participate with
energy and competence in all
facets of the law school's
development. From .admissions
to curriculum planning, BALSA
members provide invaluable
input into the administrative
process. Understanding fully
that professional competence
is first and foremost, BALSA
encourages participation in
the National Frederick
Douglas Moot Court Competition.
UB BALSA is gaining a
reputation for producing
students who will be the future .
leaders of tomorrow. Our
members hold positions on
both regional and nationaJ
levels and our UB Chapter had
the honor of hosting the National BALSA Convention
earlier this year.
Law school is a demanding
experience. Your organization
stands solidly behind its
Association of Women Law members and takes a serious
interest in the professional
Students
The Association of Women development of every brother
Law Students is a young and and sister. Welcome to UB.
Orientation 1982
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ORIENTATION '82
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
MONDAY, AUGUST

23

9:00 am

Check-In/Coffee & Doughnuts

1st floor O'Brian

9:00 - 10:30 am
10:30 - 11 :30
11:30 - ?

Welcome
Small Croup Meetings
Rq.tating Schedules to include:
(30-45 minute slots)
1. Section Meetings
Section 1 -11:30 -12:15
Section 2 - 12:30 - 1 :15
Section 3 - 1 :30 - 2:15

Moot Court, room 104
Assigned rooms

8:00 -

2. Tours

11:30 -

:::.-

3:30 -

5:00 pm

5:00 pm

7:00 pm

TUESDAY, AUGUST

9:00 -

12:30

Baldy/O'Brian Bridge

4. Lunch
r

Norton Hall

Orientation Video Tape
Law Revue Video Tape

1st floor, O'Brian Hall

Significant others seminar

1st floor lounge

Bar Party

P.J. Bottoms
Main Street

24
Seating Chart Photos
Housing Information
Financial Aid
Bookstore
Faculty
Placement

1st floor O'Brian
Basement of Baldy
309 O'Brian

10:00 -

2:00

Law Library Slide Show

2nd floor, (outside
Library entrance)

12:30 -

2:00

General Meeting

Moot Court Room

Wine & Cheese Party

2nd floor of Law Library

2:00 - 4:00

Paiae eisht

3. Visit school organizations

Opinion
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